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Introduction
Over 90% of the world's trade occurs via maritime transport. Air pollution,
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and underwater radiated noise are unintended
by-products of this international shipping. The maritime sector is aware of the need
for energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction. In 2018, the International
Maritime Organization (IMO) has adopted an Initial Strategy on reduction of GHG
emissions from ships1. This confirms IMO's commitment to reducing GHG
emissions from international shipping and, as a matter of urgency, to phasing them
out as soon as possible in this century. With the 'Plan for Sustainable Shipping',
(see [de Jong et al, 2020]), the Belgian government wants to help shipowners
towards a greener, CO2-free and digital future for the sector. The plan is in line with
the international objective of reducing CO2 emissions from the shipping sector by at
least half by 2050.
Besides GHG, IMO has a progressive reduction approach of NO x, SOx, and
particulate matter to prevent air pollution from ships 2. To help protect maritime
wildlife, IMO's work includes reduction of underwater noise from ships3. In 2014,
IMO published nonmandatory guidelines for the reduction of underwater noise from
commercial shipping to address adverse impacts on marine life [IMO MEPC, 2014].
Ideally, measures taken to reduce air emissions would also reduce underwater
noise, but the link between the two has not yet been conclusively demonstrated
[MacGillivray et al, 2020].
In Part 1 of a study commissioned by the Department of Marine Environment
(Dienst Marien Milieu; DMM) of the Belgian federal public service for Health, Food
chain safety and Environment, TNO has investigated the options for reducing air
emissions as well as underwater noise, with a focus on the Belgian shipping fleet
[de Jong et al, 2020].
As Part 2 of this study, DMM has asked TNO to investigate the potential for
reducing air emissions as well as underwater noise with a so-called operational
‘slow steaming’ scenario in the North Sea region, in which the maximum speed of
the ships is limited in order to save energy and reduce emissions.
The following approach was chosen:
• Select a reference scenario for North Sea shipping (Chapter 2).
• Define an appropriate ‘slow steaming’ scenario (Chapter 3).
• Carry out a numerical analysis of the ship emissions (CO2, NOx, SOx, CO, PM10,
and VOC; see Chapter 4) and underwater radiated noise (Chapter 5) for the
reference and slow steaming scenarios.
• Analyse the potential co-benefits of slow steaming for reducing underwater
vessel noise for energy efficiency and emission reduction (Chapter 6).

1

2
3

https://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/Pages/Reducing-greenhouse-gas-emissionsfrom-ships.aspx
https://www.imo.org/en/OurWork/Environment/Pages/AirPollution-Default.aspx
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/Pages/SustainableDevelopmentGoals.
aspx#number14
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We have selected a sub-sampled shipping scenario at the North Sea in May 2019
as a reference scenario. Underwater sound maps for the North Sea are being
produced as part of the Joint Monitoring Programme for Ambient Noise North Sea
(Jomopans)4.
2.2

North Sea shipping May 2019 (information from AIS and Lloyds Register)
Starting point for this study are the processed ship tracking data that have been
used in the Jomopans project. The French company Quiet-Oceans5 has processed
terrestrial and satellite AIS6 data for the North Sea, supplemented with VMS7 data
from Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Germany. According to Quiet Oceans, this
processing consisted of quality checking (data validity and consistency checked
against external data bases), removing non-vessel data and trajectory interpolations
per vessel to a regular time series at a 10 minute resolution. Based on this data,
TNO has applied an additional track interpolation to eliminate some obvious gaps in
the North Sea coverage8. The Jomopans May 2019 AIS data set contains the
parameters shown in Table 1 for 29,372 vessels.
Table 1

4
5
6

7

8

AIS parameters in the Jomopans AIS data set.

https://northsearegion.eu/jomopans/
https://www.quiet-oceans.com/
Automatic identification system (AIS) is an automatic tracking system that uses transponders on
ships and is used by vessel traffic services.
Vessel monitoring systems (VMS) are used in commercial fishing to allow environmental and
fisheries regulatory organizations to track and monitor the activities of fishing vessels.
We started from the selected vessel track data, merging the AIS/VMS and Lloyd’s Register (LR)
parameters, and corrected the ship tracks by:
1 estimating missing length and design speed parameters, see Appendix A;
2 eliminating ship locations in ports and inland waters, or at water depths < 7 m;
3 correcting incomplete location versus time vectors, by interpolation.
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Not all these vessels are considered relevant for a study of the effects of a ‘slow
steaming’ scenario on underwater noise and emissions. Moreover, additional
technical data, not included in AIS, are required to study the emissions of the
vessels. These data have been obtained from ship classification societies Lloyd’s
Register9, via a search using the unique identification number provided by the
International Maritime Organization (IMO). Because the available AIS data did not
include the IMO number for the majority of the ships, the additional technical data
could only be readily obtained for a sub-set of the population of ships. The scope of
the present project did not allow for the additional efforts and budget to increase the
size of this sub-set by coupling different databases.
The selected sub-set of ships cannot be considered as representative for the North
Sea shipping in May 2019, but it provides a realistic reference scenario for
investigating the effects of ‘slow steaming’ at the North Sea scale. Because the
main interest was in the effects of slow steaming for the merchant shipping fleet,
recreational vessels and special and small vessels were excluded from the study.
The following criteria have been applied to reduce the number of vessels included
in the scenario:
1 Ignore all vessels for which no IMO number is present in the AIS data (removes
20,290 vessels, 72% of the total).
2 Ignore all vessels that were present less than 2 hours in the area in May 2019.
These do not contribute significantly to the monthly emissions and underwater
noise.
3 Ignore vessels with AIS type ID lower than 30 or greater than 99. These are
likely incorrect ID’s.
4 Ignore special and small vessels, with AIS type ID between 34 and 59 (including
dive vessels, military vessels, sailing vessels, pleasure craft, high-speed craft,
pilot vessels, tugs, port tenders, anti-pollution and law enforcement vessels).
5 Ignore all passenger vessels (AIS ID 60-69) with length smaller than 100 m.
Ultimately, a data set of 6,294 vessels remains, that were present in the North Sea
ship tracking data for May 2019, and for which additional technical parameters
could be retrieved from Lloyds Register.
Figure 1 shows the number of ships per vessel class, for the original dataset and for
the selected sub-set of vessels. 29% of the ships in the original dataset has the AIS
type ‘unknown’ or ‘other’. This fraction is reduced to 9% in the selected sub-set.
55% of the selected ships are of the AIS type ‘Cargo’ (type ID 70-79, container and
bulker), 22% are ‘tankers’ (type ID 80-89) and 8% are ‘fishing vessels’ (type ID 30).
Figure 1 also depicts the ‘percentage retained’ of the different vessel types. This
illustrates that the sub-set contains a large fraction (>80%) of the container ships
and cruise vessels and a substantial fraction (>60%) of the bulkers and tankers.
For the selected ships, a Lloyd’s Register search10 provided additional vessel
characteristic data, such as year of build, flag state 11, gross tonnage, type, design
speed, propulsion type, engine power and number and type of propellers.
9
10
11

https://www.lr.org/en/
The search provided useful information for 6294 of the 6769 ships selected from the AIS.
About 2% of the vessels on the North Sea in May 2019 sail under the Belgian flag.
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For the further analysis we have used the vessel class identification based on AIS
parameters as used in the Jomopans project. The conversion between AIS ship
type ID and vessel class (Table 2) is based on the approach chosen by the ECHO
programme (MacGillivray & Li, 2018).
The comparison with the Lloyd’s Register vessel types in Figure 2 illustrates that
the class identification is not unambiguous. The Lloyd’s Register ‘vessel type’ does
not always correspond uniquely with the Jomopans ‘vessel class’ (based on AIS
ship ID), except for the fishing vessels and tankers.

Figure 1

Percentage of ships per vessel class in the North Sea area in May 2019. Top: full
dataset, middle: selected sub-set of ships; lower: the percentage of the vessels that
have been retained in the selected sub-set, per vessel class.
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Vessel class (as defined for the Jomopans-ECHO ship noise model), AIS ship type ID
and Lloyd’s Register vessel type. The speed that distinguishes the container ship
class from bulkers is the average operational sailing speed (from the AIS tracks).

Vessel Class

AIS SHIPTYPE ID

Lloyd’s Register vessel type

Container Ship

Unitised

Bulker

71-74 (all speeds)
70, 75-79 (speed 𝑉 > 16 kn)
70, 75-79 (speed 𝑉 ≤ 16 kn)

Tanker

80-89

Tank; Gas tanker

Cruise vessel

60-69 (length 𝑙 > 100 m)

Misc. General Cargo; Passenger

Passenger vessel

60-69 (length 𝑙 ≤ 100 m)

Passenger

Fishing vessel

30

Fish

Tug

31,32,52

Tug

Dredger

33

Dredger

Other

All other type IDs

Other; Unspecified

Figure 2

Bulk; (Misc.) General Cargo

Overview of the number of vessels (indicated by the diameter of the circles) per
Lloyd’s Register vessel type (y-axis) for each of the eight vessel classes based on the
AIS ship type ID (x-axis).
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Figure 3 shows an image of the cumulated ship tracks for May 2019, represented in
the form of a logarithmic ship density.

Figure 3

Density of the selected ships in the Jomopans North Sea area in May 2019. The
grayscale represents 10 times the logarithm (ranging from -80 to -20) of the number of
AIS/VMS messages per time (one per ship per 10 minutes) and per area (in 0.05°
longitude × 0.025° latitude grid cells, i.e. about 3.2  2.8 km2) in May, divided by the
total numbers of time steps and selected ships.
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Figure 4 illustrates the different use of the North Sea by the different classes of
vessels in the selected dataset. Based on the observed tracks, the ‘other’ class
clearly includes the support vessels for offshore wind farms and platforms. In
particular the tracks of the vessels servicing the oil and gas platforms from the
Scottish coast (North of Aberdeen) are clearly visible for this class. However, the
same tracks appear for the ‘bulker’ and ‘container’ classes as well. This illustrates
the uncertainty in the data due to the ambiguity in the ship classification.

Figure 4

Density of the selected ships in the Jomopans North Sea area in May 2019, per ship
class. The grayscale represents 10 times the logarithm (ranging from -80 to -20).of the
number of AIS/VMS messages per time (one per ship per 10 minutes) and per area (in
0.05° longitude × 0.025° latitude grid cells, i.e. about 3.2  2.8 km2) in May, divided by
the total numbers of time steps and number of ships per class.
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Figure 5 provides an analysis of the speeds at which the selected ships were sailing
during May 2019. The speed has been normalized to the design speed per
individual ship and then grouped in ship classes. This illustrates that the majority of
the merchant ships (container ships, bulkers and tankers) sail about 50% of the
time at a speed between 75% and 100% of their design speed.

Figure 5

Cumulative distribution of the ratio of the ship speeds greater than 1 knot to the ship
design speed, for the selected ships in the Jomopans North Sea area in May 2019,
per vessel class.
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In consultation with DMM and selected stakeholders (DG Shipping, RBSA, Shipping
IFAW, Oceancare)12 different options for ‘slow steaming’ scenarios have been
discussed, partly based on proposals made in the meeting of the IMO
Intersessional Working Group on Reduction of GHG Emissions from Ships (IMO
MEPC, 2019). Based on this input and an analysis of the reference scenario, a
proposal has been made for an appropriate ‘slow steaming’ scenario that illustrates
the potential benefits for the reduction of underwater sound and air emissions.
3.2

Definition of an appropriate ‘slow steaming’ scenario
In 2017, CE Delft carried out the study “Regulating speed: a short-term measure to
reduce maritime GHG emissions” [Faber et al, 2017] for Seas at Risk 13 and
Transport & Environment14. They concluded:
“One of the few measures that will deliver emission reductions in the short-term, is
slower steaming. This report shows that speed of ships can be regulated either
globally, unilaterally as a condition of entry into a port or as a condition to navigate
in coastal waters, or bilaterally between ports in two states. In order to effectively
reduce emissions, speed regulations have to be mandatory and there has to be an
enforcement system that deters ships from not complying. Speed regulations can
best be differentiated to ship type and size so that ships do not have to operate at
technically challenging low loads and in order not to disturb the competition
between ship types. An issue that needs to be studied in more detail is whether it is
more effective to regulate average or maximum speeds. Probably regulating
maximum speeds is easier to implement, because it does not require regulation on
how averages would be calculated.”
There is a clear link between ship speed and underwater radiated noise as well,
though it needs to be understood that the generation of noise is mainly linked to the
load on the propeller, because that load affects propeller cavitation, which is
considered to be the main underwater noise source mechanism for merchant ships.
To study the potential benefit of slow steaming for the reduction of air emissions as
well as underwater radiated noise, TNO proposed a scenario in which the maximum
speed of all vessels is limited at 75% of their design speed.
This proposal was based on the following considerations:
• Slower steaming is one of the few measures that can deliver both emission and
underwater noise reductions in the short-term.

12
13

14

RBSA = Royal Belgian Shipowner’s Association; IFAW = International Fund for Animal Welfare.
Seas At Risk (https://seas-at-risk.org/) is an umbrella organisation of environmental NGOs from
across Europe that promotes ambitious policies for marine protection at European and
international level.
The European Federation for Transport and Environment, commonly referred to as Transport &
Environment (T&E) (https://www.transportenvironment.org/) is a European umbrella for nongovernmental organisations working in the field of transport and the environment, promoting
sustainable transport in Europe.
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At 75% of the design speed, the propulsion power is about 36% of the
maximum continuous rating (MCR). Sailing at power rates lower than 36% of
MCR will not always be technically possible, as it could damage the engines.
Preliminary calculations in this project, considering the additional sailing time at
a reduced speed, suggested that the proposed speed limit could lead to a
~14% reduction of emissions, for the selected ships and period.
The JOMOPANS-ECHO ship source level model (see Chapter 5), suggests that
reducing the speed of a ship from 85% to 75% of design speed will result in a 3
dB reduction of its underwater radiated noise.
Regulating maximum speed is easier to implement (and probably more
effective for noise reduction) than regulating average speed per journey.
Speed regulations can best be differentiated to ship type and size so that ships
do not have to operate at technically challenging low loads and in order not to
disturb the competition between ship types [Faber et al, 2017].

We recognize that a limit based on design speed could penalise recent vessels that
have been built or retro-fitted with lower design speeds, and hence act as a
disincentive to build new ships that are designed to operate at slower speeds, or to
retro-fit vessels for slower speeds.. However, the contribution of these vessels to
the total North Sea shipping emissions and noise is likely too low to affect the
results of this study. Hence, we decided to ignore this problem for the purpose of
this study.
The RBSA suggested including the effects of Virtual NOR 15 tendering, which will
automatically reduce vessel speeds to arrive at the port just in time without negative
commercial impact. This will result in a speed reduction without the need for
policing it or the need to build additional tonnage. However, introducing this in the
proposed scenario calculations was considered too complex for the scope of this
study. In the slow steaming scenario, we have compensated the time loss due to
slow steaming by reducing the port or waiting time of individual vessels, see § 3.3.
3.3

Synthesized AIS data for ‘slow steaming’ scenario
The slow steaming scenario has been implemented by modifying the May 2019
tracking data for the selected ships:
• The ship tracks remain unchanged, only the time schedule has been adapted.
• The speed of each individual ship has been changed only for the period where
its speed exceeds the limit.
• The additional sailing time due to implementation of the speed limit is
compensated by limiting each time period during which the ships are stationary
(in port or offshore) to a maximum duration of 4 hours.
The speed limit is implemented as follows:
• Where the speed exceeds 75% of the design speed, calculate the time interval
needed to cover the same distance at the maximum speed: (t=10min × speed /
limit).

15

A Notice of Readiness (“NOR”) is a notification by the vessel that she is ready to start the
charter service (upon delivery) or is ready to load or discharge cargo. Giving a NOR has two
purposes: (i) to inform the charterers that the vessel is at their disposal; and (ii) to start the
running of hire or laytime.
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Calculate the total additional time required to cover the vessel track with speed
limit.
Find the duration of time periods where the vessel speed equals 0 (‘port time’),
and the number of stationary periods.
Assume that not more than a maximum of 4 hours of stationary vessel time is
required and delete the additional port time.
Construct an adapted time interval vector, including additional travel time due to
the speed limit and reduced port time.
Interpolate the location and speed vectors associated with this new vector to a
new regular 10 min interval time vector.

Figure 6 provides an analysis of the speeds at which the selected ships are sailing
in the slow steaming scenario, normalized to the design speed per individual ship
and then grouped in ship classes. This illustrates that the majority of the merchant
ships (container, bulker, tanker) sail at the limiting speed during ~50% of the time in
the slow speed scenario.

TNO report | TNO 2021 R10560
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Cumulative distribution of the ratio of the ship speeds greater than 1 knot to the ship design
speed, per ship class, for the slow steaming scenario for the selected ships in the Jomopans
North Sea area in May 2019, per vessel class.
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The AIS-based emission calculation methodology used was developed by TNO and
MARIN within the framework of the national emission inventory of the Netherlands.
This method has been applied on the emissions of sea-going vessels on the North
Sea and Dutch harbour areas since 2008. The most recent version is described in
Kaufmann and Hulskotte, 2020.
The following emissions are considered:
• Carbon dioxide (CO2);
• Nitrogen oxides (NOx);
• Sulphur oxides (SOx);
• Carbon monoxide (CO);
• Particulate matter (coarse particles) with an aerodynamical diameter of 10 μm
or less (PM10);
• Volatile organic compounds (VOC).
The essence of the methodology is described shortly here. Within the methodology,
emission factors per substance of individual vessels, derived from individual vessel
particulars, are multiplied with activity data of individual vessels coming from AISdata. The following equations are used:
Emission = Emission factor × Energy × Correction factor

(g)

Emission factor = quantity of emission per amount of energy

(g/kWh)

Energy = quantity of energy used in a certain period

(kWh)

Correction factor = dimensionless factor depending on engine power load
The methodology considers many details:
•

Emission factors per substance are specified by fuel and engine type (slow
speed/medium speed) and the year of production of the engine.

•

The energy usage of the propulsion engines is estimated by means of the
AIS-speed, the main engine power and design speed of the vessel. In general,
it is assumed that most vessels (normal conditions) will attain design speed at
85% of MCR (= Maximum Continuous Rating). Applying a slight modification of
the well-known power law that relates power to ship speed [Kaufmann and
Hulskotte, 2020], the power needed to attain given speeds (from AIS) can be
calculated. In this study averages of speed within 10-minute intervals were used
to calculate the amount of energy of the propulsion engines. Energy usage of
auxiliary engines is calculated using a fixed ratio of main engines, as given by
the second IMO GHG-study [Buhaug et al., 2008].

•

Correction factors in steps of five percent per substance are available for
reciprocating diesel engines, for gas turbines and steam turbines (boilers).
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The energy consumption methodology being the most important part of the
emission calculation methodology has been validated by MARIN using noon-data
(Schouten and Hasselaar, 2018).
The methodology is very suitable to estimate the effects of slow steaming because
the non-linear relation between speed and power is part of the methodology and the
effects of lower engine load are represented within the correction factors.
The yearly emissions are estimated by multiplication of the calculated amount of
emissions in May by a factor of 12.

Figure 7

4.2

Emissions results per substance and vessel type

4.2.1

CO2-emissions
The influence of the slow-steaming scenario on the yearly emissions of CO2 is
shown in Figure 7.

Emissions of CO2 per vessel type.

The yearly total CO2 emission reduction of the slow-steaming scenario has been
estimated at about 1.8 million tonnes. This is an overall emission reduction of 10%.
The emission reduction is dominated by four vessel types i.e. container ships,
tankers, bulkers and cruise vessels.
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NOx-emissions
The influence of the slow-steaming scenario on the yearly emissions of NOx is
shown in Figure 8.

Emissions of NOx per vessel type.

The yearly total NOx emission reduction of the slow-steaming scenario has been
estimated at about 38 kilotons. This is an overall emission reduction of almost 11%.
The emission reduction is dominated by four vessel types i.e. container ships,
tankers, bulkers and cruise vessels.
4.2.3

Figure 9

SOx-emissions
The influence of the slow-steaming scenario on the yearly emissions of SO x is
shown in Figure 9.

Emissions of SOx per vessel type.

The yearly total SOx emission reduction of the slow-steaming scenario has been
estimated at about 1611 tons. This is an overall emission reduction of about 10%.
The emission reduction is dominated by four vessel types i.e. container ships,
tankers, bulkers and cruise vessels.
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CO-emissions
The influence of the slow-steaming scenario on the yearly emissions of CO is
shown in Figure 10.

Emissions of CO per vessel type.

The slow-steaming scenario probably will result in a growth (instead of a reduction)
of yearly total CO emission of about 700 tons. This is an overall emission growth of
about 3.5%. The increase of CO-emissions is caused by less efficient combustion
caused by low-load of engines. The emission growth is dominated by three vessel
types i.e. container ships, tankers and bulkers. The emission growth of dredgers
and cruise vessels shows a small negative number which means that the effect of
the slow steaming scenario still will cause a reduction (of 3,5% and 1%) of CO
emissions.
4.2.5

Figure 11

PM10-emissions
The influence of the slow-steaming scenario on the yearly emissions of coarse
particles (PM10) is shown in Figure 11.

Emissions of PM10 per vessel type.

The yearly total PM10 emission reduction of the slow-steaming scenario has been
estimated at about 700 tons. This is an overall emission reduction of almost 10%.
The emission reduction is dominated by four vessel types i.e. container ships,
tankers, bulkers and cruise vessels.
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VOC-emissions
The influence of the slow-steaming scenario on the yearly emissions of Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOC) is shown in Figure 12.

Emissions of VOC per vessel type

The yearly total VOC emission reduction of the slow-steaming scenario has been
estimated at about 800 tons. This is an overall emission reduction of almost 5%.
The emission reduction is dominated by four vessel types i.e. cruise vessels,
tankers, container ships and bulkers.
4.3

Emissions results of the two scenarios with speed-profile
Appendix B provides graphs of the emission along the complete speed-profile of all
vessels for the two scenarios and for the four dominant ship classes. This shows
that ships still sail at a wide range of speeds with the proposed slow steaming
scenario (speed limit at 75% of design speed, see Chapter 3). It illustrates that the
proposed slow steaming scenario is more appropriate than setting a speed limit at
one fixed speed for all vessels, because in that case a significant fraction of the
ships will have to sail at a speed below 75% of their design speed and hence at a
power below 36% of MCR, leading to possible damage of the engines.
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Underwater radiated noise modelling
The consequences of the proposed ‘slow-steaming’ scenario for underwater noise
have been investigated with the modelling approach that has been developed in the
EU InterReg North Sea Region “Joint Monitoring Programme for Ambient Noise
North Sea” (Jomopans)16.

5.1

Jomopans
The objective of Jomopans is to develop a framework for a fully operational joint
monitoring programme for ambient noise in the North Sea. Output will be a ‘Good
Environmental Status’ (GES) tool, which can be used by managers, planners and
other stakeholders to incorporate the effects of ambient noise in their assessment of
the environmental status of the North Sea, and to evaluate measures to improve the
environmental status.

5.2

Jomopans acoustic metrics
Jomopans has specified monthly statistics of the (depth-averaged) sound pressure
level as the acoustic metrics to be modelled and displayed in North Sea maps. The
specifications of this metrics are described in Table 3.
Table 3

Jomopans acoustic metric specifications.

Attribute
Quantity, unit
Definition

Time interval

Frequency
Geospatial
Statistics

5.3

Specification
Sound pressure level, dB re 1 µPa
Ten times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of the integral over a
specified time interval of squared sound pressure, divided by the
duration of the time interval, for a specified frequency range to the
specified reference value, in decibels (ISO 18405)
For measurements: 1 s averaging time.
In the modelling of ‘snapshots’ of instantaneous continuous sound SPL is
assumed to be independent of averaging time.
Time interval between modelled ‘snapshots’ is 10 minutes
one-third octave (base-10)17 bands, with centre frequencies ranging from
10 Hz to 20 kHz
Depth-averaged value at the centroid of each grid cell
Percentiles18 (5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90 and 95) of the sound pressure level
distribution measured over one-month periods.

Continuous low frequency noise pressure indicator
The Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD; full title: Directive 2008/56/EC of
the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 June 2008 establishing a
framework for community action in the field of marine environmental policy) is a
European Directive aimed at achieving or maintaining Good Environmental Status
(GES) in European seas. GES is a qualitative description of the state of the seas
16
17
18

https://northsearegion.eu/jomopans/
‘one-third octave (base-10)’ is a synonym of ‘decidecade’ (i.e. one-tenth decade) [ISO 18405]
Percentiles are values of a variable below which a certain percentage of the observations fall,
e.g. 90% of the 1 second SPL values in one month fall below the 90 th percentile value. The 90th
percentile is equal to the 10% exceedance level (commonly used in airborne acoustics). They
both quantify the SPL that is exceeded during 10% of the time.
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that the European Union's Marine Strategy Framework Directive requires its
Member States to achieve or maintain by the year 2020. Good Environmental
Status is described by 11 Descriptors. Descriptor 11th specifies that ‘Introduction of
energy (including underwater noise) does not adversely affect the ecosystem’.
Shipping noise is the predominant source of continuous low frequency noise,
quantified by EU descriptor D11C2.
The implementation of D11C2 and the specification of threshold values is topic of
ongoing discussion in the EU Technical Group on Underwater Noise (TG-Noise)
and in working groups under OSPAR19 and HELCOM20.
The EU Commission Decision 2017/848 21 specifies various metrics (‘units of
measurement’) for D11C2:
• annual average (or other temporal metric) of continuous sound level per unit
area;
• annual average (or other temporal metric) of the proportion (percentage) or
extent in square kilometres (km2) of assessment area with sound levels
exceeding threshold values.
Jomopans has proposed the acoustic metric (Table 3) as specific implementation of
the metrics mentioned under the first bullet. For calculating the metrics mentioned
under the second bullet, Jomopans has proposed the exceedance of modelled
continuous anthropogenic noise above the modelled natural background noise
(‘threshold’) to indicate the degree to which continuous noise pollution exerts a
pressure on the marine acoustic environment. The Jomopans ‘excess level’ is
calculated as the difference between the modelled sound pressure level caused by
ships and wind and the sound pressure level from the wind noise alone.
The excess level metric expresses to what extent ship noise increases the
background noise in the sea that can hinder the perception of relevant sounds. This
so-called ‘masking’ [Erbe et al, 2016] means that an animal faces increased
difficulties in detecting and decoding other sounds (from conspecifics, prey,
predators etc.) and ultimately means that the listener fails to react to a signal it
would otherwise have reacted to22. If excess level increases, the conditions for
acoustic communication deteriorate due to the shipping noise, not natural
fluctuations in ambient noise.
Quoting from the Discovery of Sound in the Sea website (Dosits23): “One major
concern related to commercial vessel noise is the potential for masking of
biologically significant signals. Masking occurs when noise interferes with an
animal’s ability to perceive (detect, interpret, and/or discriminate) a sound. The
degree of masking is influenced by the level, frequency band, and the duration of
the noise in comparison to the animal’s normal ability to detect the sound of
interest. Masking could lead to possible negative effects including diminished

19
20
21

22
23

OSPAR Intersessional Correspondence Group on Underwater Noise (ICG-Noise).
HELCOM Expert Network on Underwater Noise (HELCOM EN-Noise).
Commission Decision (EU) 2017/848 of 17 May 2017 laying down criteria and methodological
standards on good environmental status of marine waters and specifications and standardised
methods for monitoring and assessment and repealing Decision 2010/477/EU
Jakob Tougaard, 2021, personal communication.
https://dosits.org/decision-makers/tutorials/sound-source/commercial-vessel/
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abilities to find a mate, maintain social structure and cohesion, find food, navigate,
and/or avoid predation. Other potential effects of underwater sound associated with
commercial vessel traffic include causing animals to change their behaviors (e.g.,
move away due to fear of the sound) or respond differently to other sounds of
importance to them.”
A minimum signal-to-noise ratio is required for the perception of relevant sounds.
The factors that influence signal-to-noise ratio are illustrated in Figure 13 for a
marine mammal communication example. If the background noise increases due to
shipping, i.e. if the excess level increases, something else must change to restore
communication:
• Increase source level (Lombard effect).
• Increase adaptation (behavioural optimisation of reception).
• Reduce propagation loss (move closer together).
There are limits to the optimization of source level and reception that animals can
achieve. In a situation where the maximum source level and adaptation are
achieved, background noise will limit the maximum communication range, because
propagation loss generally increases with increasing distance. A very rough
indication of the effect of masking on the maximum communication distance (in
deep water) can be given by assuming spherical spreading loss. In that case, an
increase of the background noise with 6 dB leads to a reduction of the maximum
(one way) communication range with a factor 10−6/20 ≈ 0.5. In shallow water with a
hard sea floor, the spreading is more cylindrical, leading to a reduction of the
maximum (one way) communication range with a factor 10−6/10 ≈ 0.25. In an actual
situation at sea, the increase of propagation loss with distance depends on the
water depth, the depths of source and receiver and the local properties of sea water
and sea floor.

Figure 13

Illustration of the factors that affect marine mammal communication. (Source:
https://northsearegion.eu/media/10672/tougaard-ges-tool.pdf)

Excess level is expressed in decibels (dB) and is determined in six specified
frequency bands, see Table 4. The motivation for selecting these six frequency
bands is:
• 63 Hz and 125 Hz are the bands selected for EU descriptor D11C2.
• 10 Hz to 20 kHz is the full bandwidth of the measured and calculated ship
noise.
• The three decades are broadly aimed at the hearing sensitivity of different
animal groups. For example, fish are generally sensitive to sound in the lowest
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band (20 Hz to 160 Hz), while harbour porpoises are mainly sensitive to
shipping sound in the highest band (2 kHz to 16 kHz).
Table 4

Jomopans excess level specifications.

Attribute
Quantity, unit
Definition

Frequency bands

Statistics

Specification
Excess level, dB
Instantaneous difference between the modelled sound pressure level
(Table 3) caused by ships and wind and
a) the instantaneous sound pressure level from the wind noise model
alone;
b) the monthly median sound pressure level from the wind noise model
alone.
1. 63 Hz one-third octave (base-10) band,
2. 125 Hz one-third octave (base-10) band,
3. Broadband: 10 Hz to 20 kHz one-third octave bands,
4. Decade 1: 20 Hz to 160 Hz one-third octave bands,
5. Decade 2: 200 Hz to 1.6 kHz one-third octave bands,
6. Decade 3: 2 kHz to 16 kHz one-third octave bands.
Temporal percentiles of the excess level distributions measured over
one-month periods.

Finally, Jomopans follows the EU Commission Decision 2017/848 by assessing the
monthly statistics of the proportion (percentage) of the assessment area in which
shipping sound pressure levels are exceeding a threshold value, with the
threshold value based on the local wind noise. Jomopans proposes calculating the
monthly statistics of the percentage of the assessment area with excess level
exceeding a specified threshold value of 𝑋 dB. Because the knowledge is lacking
for selecting an appropriate value for 𝑋, Jomopans has proposed reporting the
excess statistics for two values of 𝑋 dB: 6 dB and 20 dB. The first (6 dB) is
considered the minimum excess that can be predicted with some confidence, given
the uncertainty in the SPL modelling. The second (20 dB) is considered a
‘significant’ excess above which there is little doubt that marine animal
communication ranges are reduced.
5.4

Jomopans sound map modelling
The focus of the Jomopans sound map modelling is on underwater sound from
ships and wind. Semi-empirical source models for ships and wind are combined
with propagation models to calculate the geographical distribution of the SPL due to
these sources in the North Sea. Details of the modelling are described in the
Jomopans guidelines for modelling ocean ambient sound [de Jong et al, 2021].
The uncertainty in the modelled sound maps is still under investigation in
Jomopans. Initial model-data comparisons have shown overall root-mean-square
deviations in the median SPL of ±5 dB from the measurements.
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Jomopans sound map models.

type
Ship source level model

Model description
Jomopans-ECHO model: a novel update by TNO and
JASCO of the RANDI 3.1 model [Breeding et al, 1996], fitted
to the large ship source level data base obtained in the
ECHO programme [MacGillivray et al, 2019].
Aquarius 3: TNO’s propagation model, which combines a
range-dependent adiabatic normal mode sum for the lower
frequency bands with a flux integral model for the higher
frequency bands [Sertlek, 2016; Sertlek et al, 2018].
Eq. (8.206) from [Ainslie, 2010], which gives dipole source
spectral density per unit area as a function of wind speed
10 m above the water surface and frequency.
Eqs. (10)-(12) from [Ainslie et al, 2011], taking into account
multiple reflections of surface noise via the seabed and sea
surface, including a low-frequency model of sea surface
reflection loss as a function of wind speed, based on the
measurements of Weston and Ching; Eq. (8.22) from [Ainslie,
2010].

Ship sound propagation
model

Wind noise model

Wind noise propagation
model

The modelling uses the inputs summarized in Table 6 and the parameters specified
in Table 7.
Table 6

Jomopans sound mapping. Input to TNO’s Aquarius modelling.

Attribute
Bathymetry
Sediment properties

Wind

Ships

Table 7

Source
European Marine Observation and Data Network24 (EMODnet):
water depth on a 0.125º × 0.125º grid.
World Data Center for Climate portal25, median grain size of North
Sea surface sediments [Bockelmann, 2017]. Towards lower
frequencies (< 1 kHz), the effects of deeper sediment layers are
incorporated by means of a decrease of sediment sound speed
and absorption [Kibblewhite ,1989; Zhou et al, 2009].
ERA5 hourly data from the Copernicus website26: 10 minute
averages of the wind speed measured at 10 m above the sea
surface.
Merged and interpolated data from AIS and VMS, see Section 2.2.

Aquarius sound mapping parameter choices.

Parameter

Value

Frequency bands

at the centre frequencies of the 10 Hz to 20 kHz one-third octave
(base-10) bands.
Every 10 minutes (i.e. 4464 snapshots for May 2019).

Time steps
Receiver grid
Ship source grid

24
25
26

0.05 degrees longitude and 0.025 degrees latitude
Depth average over 10 equally spaced grid points.
the same resolution as the receiver grid, but shifted by one half of the
grid resolution, with additional intermediate grid positions added.

https://www.emodnet-bathymetry.eu/
https://doi.org/10.1594/WDCC/coastMap_Substrate_MGS
https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/dataset/reanalysis-era5-single-levels?tab=form
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5.5

North Sea sound maps for May 2019

5.5.1

Jomopans and reference scenario for May 2019
As a first step, the May 2019 sound maps calculated for Jomopans, including
29,372 ships, are compared with the sound maps calculated for the reference
scenario for this study in which a sub-selection of 6,294 ships is included, see
Chapter 2. As an example, Figure 14 shows the calculated monthly median
broadband SPL map for both scenarios. The SPL maps illustrate that ship noise
dominates in areas of busy traffic, such as the Southern North Sea and the
entrance to the Skagerrak.
Figure 15 shows the difference between both scenarios, for the median (50th
percentile) and the 90th percentile SPL maps. The latter is more influenced by
individual ship passages close to the grid position, by which this SPL is exceeded
only 10% of the time. The area averaged (median over the North Sea area) 50th and
90th temporal percentiles of the SPL are reduced by 1.7 dB and 2.7 dB respectively
by the sub-selection (Table 8).
This demonstrates that the selection process, i.e. elimination of the smaller
recreational and special vessels and retaining 60-80% of the larger cargo vessels
(container ships, bulkers and tankers) cruise vessels and ferries, did not strongly
affect the spatial distribution of the calculated underwater sound. Figure 15 shows
that the biggest differences occur in areas of relatively low shipping density, away
from the main shipping lanes, where local reductions up to 10 dB can be observed,
during 10% of the time of this month (in the 90th temporal percentile).
Note that this cannot be generalized to the expected reductions for an overall
percentage reduction of the North Sea shipping The observed SPL reductions apply
to this specific scenario, in which the main cargo traffic, which dominates the
underwater soundscape (see also § 5.5.5), is reduced much less than the other
(recreational and special) ship traffic (see Figure 1).
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Figure 14

Median broadband SPL (dB re 1 µPa²) of ships and wind in the North Sea in May
2019, for the Jomopans scenario (left), including 29,372 ships, and the reference
scenario (right), including 6,294 ships.

Figure 15

dB-difference of median (left) and 90th percentile (right) broadband SPL
(shipping + wind) for the Jomopans scenario (29,372 ships) and the reference
scenario (6,294 ships).

Table 8

Areal median of the temporal median (50%) and 90% SPL percentiles for the two
scenarios.

Scenario
Jomopans
Reference

5.5.2
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SPL50% [dB re 1 µPa²]
107.2
105.5

SPL90% [dB re 1 µPa²]
113.8
111.1

Reference and slow steaming scenarios
Next, the May 2019 sound maps calculated for the slow steaming scenario,
described in Chapter 3, are compared with the sound maps calculated for the
reference scenario. Figure 16 shows the calculated monthly median broadband
SPL map for both scenarios, and Figure 17 shows the difference between both
scenarios, for the median and 90th percentile SPL maps.
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Figure 16

Median broadband SPL (dB re 1 µPa²) of ships and wind in the North Sea in May
2019, for the reference scenario (left) and the slow steaming scenario (right), including
6,294 ships.

Figure 17

dB-difference of median (left) and 90 th percentile (right) of the broadband SPL
(shipping + wind) for the reference scenario and the slow steaming scenario.

Table 9

Areal median of the temporal median (50%) and 90% broadband SPL percentiles for
the reference and slow steaming scenarios.

Scenario
Reference
Slow Steaming

SPL50% [dB re 1 µPa²]
105.5
104.0

SPL90% [dB re 1 µPa²]
111.1
108.9

Figure 17 shows that the biggest differences occur in areas of relatively high
shipping density, around the main shipping lanes, where local reductions up to 4 dB
can be observed, during 10% of the time of this month (in the 90th temporal
percentile). The effect on the spatial and temporal median values is limited. Table 9
shows that area averaged (median over the North Sea area) 50th and 90th temporal
percentiles of the SPL are reduced by 1.5 dB and 2.2 dB respectively in the slow
steaming scenario.
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The latter seems in agreement with the findings from the voluntary commercial
vessel slowdown trial in Haro Strait (Canada), see Joy et al [2019], where a local
hydrophone listening station at 2.3 km from the shipping lane, recorded a 1.2 dB
reduction in median broadband noise during the voluntary slowdown compared to
the baseline period. The conclusions of Joy et al [2019] therefore focus on local
effects, emphasizing that the reduced vessel speeds translated to important
reductions to noise exposure risk in a local area of importance for foraging whales.
A local decrease of the background noise with 4 dB leads to an increase of the
maximum (one way) communication range with a factor 104/20 ≈ 1.6 in a deep
water spherical spreading scenario and with a factor 104/20 ≈ 2.5 in a shallow water
cylindrical spreading scenario. These larger differences are limited to local areas,
around main shipping lanes during 10% or less of the time of the month.
The areal and temporal median decrease of the background noise with 1.5 dB leads
to an increase of the communication range with a factor 101.5/20 ≈ 1.2 or 101.5/10 ≈
1.4 (i.e. an increase with 20% to 40%) for these two theoretical scenarios (see
§ 5.3).
Figure 18 shows how the slow steaming scenario affects the statistical distribution
over the map grid cells of the monthly median value of the SPL, in the three
selected decade frequency bands (Table 4). This illustrates that the main reductions
occur in the lower decades. This overlaps with the hearing range of many marine
animals.
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Percentage of the area in which the monthly temporal median SPL (value along the x-axis) is exceeded,
for the three selected decade frequency bands (left, middle and right figures), for the reference and slow
steaming scenarios. The figure at the top (from [Duarte et al, 2021]) provides an indication how these
decade bands overlap with the hearing ranges of different marine species.

5.5.3

Excess level
Because ships are the main source of broadband underwater noise in a large part
of the North Sea, the slow speed scenario leads to a reduction of the area and time
averaged (median) SPL by 1.5 dB compared with the reference scenario, for the
same amount of ships. The local effect of slow steaming is also illustrated by the
maps of median excess level of ships over wind noise in Figure 19. The figure for
the reference scenario (left) shows that shipping is the dominant source of
broadband noise (excess level > 5 dB) in a very large part of the North Sea. With
the slow steaming implemented, the median excess level drops below 5 dB in the
central and northern parts of the North Sea. It should be noted that the actual effect
in these areas may be smaller, because the sub-selection of vessels for this study
is less representative in these areas (see § 5.5.1).
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Median broadband Excess Level (dB) of ships over wind in the North Sea in May
2019, for the reference scenario (left) and the slow steaming scenario (right).

Dominance
Jomopans has defined ‘dominance’ as the percentage of the time over which the
local excess level exceeds a specified threshold value of 6 dB (Figure 20) or 20 dB
(Figure 21). Under the simplifying assumption of spherical spreading loss of the
communication signals and insignificant absorption, a 6 dB excess level translates
into a decrease in maximum communication distance by 50% and a 20 dB excess
translates into a decrease in maximum communication distance by 90%. The
dominance maps show that the 6 dB dominance is very high over a large fraction of
the North Sea, illustrating that most of the time shipping is the dominant source of
underwater noise. The 20 dB dominance maps show that broadband shipping noise
is more than 20 dB above wind noise most of the time in the busy Southern part of
the North Sea, between The Netherlands, Belgium and England.
It can be seen that slow steaming has an effect on the dominance maps, but the
effect is not very big. This is illustrated quantitatively in Figure 22, which shows the
area percentage of the dominance for the two scenarios (reference and slow
steaming), two threshold values (6 dB and 20 dB) and six frequency bands
(Table 4). The pressure ‘Index’ quantifies the percentage of the area under these
dominance curves, which represents the fraction of the map area as well as the
fraction of the time of the month over which the shipping noise raises the
background noise with the threshold value (6 dB or 20 dB) or more. The slow
steaming scenario reduces this Index by some percent.
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Figure 20

6 dB dominance: percentage of the time over which the local excess level exceeds a specified
threshold value of 6 dB, in the North Sea in May 2019, for the reference scenario (left) and the
slow steaming scenario (right).

Figure 21

20 dB dominance: percentage of the time over which the local excess level exceeds a specified
threshold value of 20 dB, in the North Sea in May 2019, for the reference scenario (left) and the
slow steaming scenario (right).
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Percentage of time and percentage of North Sea area where the excess level exceeds 6 dB (upper
graphs) or 20 dB (lower graphs), in the 63 Hz and 125 Hz decidecade bands, broadband
(10 Hz-20 kHz) and in three decade bands (Decade1 = 20 Hz-200 Hz, Decade2 = 200 Hz-2 kHz
and Decade3 = 2 kHz-20 kHz), for the reference scenario and the slow steaming scenario. The
‘index’ in the legend gives the percentage of the graph area under the curve.
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Slow steaming effect per vessel class
The contributions of the individual vessel classes to the underwater noise for the
reference scenario (North Sea May 2019) are shown in Figure 23 and Figure 25, in
terms of the temporal percentiles (50% and 90%) of broadband excess level over
wind noise. Tankers, bulkers and container vessels are seen to be the main
contributors, particularly along the main shipping lane between the Channel and the
Skagerrak.
Figure 24 and Figure 25 illustrate the excess level reductions due to implementing
the slow steaming scenario, per vessel class. Similar maps for the other frequency
bandwidths are presented in Appendix C.
These figures demonstrate that the proposed slow steaming scenario reduces the
underwater noise contributions of the three main cargo vessel classes (container
vessels, tankers and bulkers), as well as for the ‘other’ vessels class (including
support vessels for the offshore wind farms and oil and gas platforms). These
classes dominate the shipping sound at most map locations. The local reductions
are different for the different vessel classes, due to the different sailing patterns
(see Figure 4).
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Figure 23

Median (50% temporal percentile) of broadband Excess Level (dB) of the radiated noise of individual
vessel classes over wind noise in the North Sea in May 2019 (reference scenario).

Figure 24

Difference between the reference scenario and the slow steaming scenario of the median broadband
Excess Level (dB) of the radiated noise of individual vessel classes over wind noise in the North Sea in
May 2019.

These figures illustrate the temporal median of the broadband excess level and the
temporal median of the excess level reduction for the various vessel classes (i.e. for
each grid square, half of the time the levels are less the value shown and for half of
the time they are greater).
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Figure 25

90% temporal percentile of broadband Excess Level (dB) of the radiated noise of individual vessel
classes over wind noise in the North Sea in May 2019 (reference scenario).

Figure 26

Difference between the reference scenario and the slow steaming scenario of the 90% temporal
percentile of broadband Excess Level (dB) of the radiated noise of individual vessel classes over wind
noise in the North Sea in May 2019.

These figures illustrate the temporal median of the broadband excess level and the
temporal median of the excess level reduction for the various vessel classes (i.e. for
each grid square, i.e. 90% of the time the levels are less the value shown and for
10% of the time they are greater).
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Potential co-benefits of slow steaming for reducing
underwater vessel noise and emission reduction
To study the potential benefit of slow steaming for the reduction of air emissions as
well as underwater radiated noise, we have carried out numerical simulations for a
scenario in which the maximum speed of all vessels is limited at 75% of their design
speed.
The studied scenario was based on a selection from North Sea shipping traffic data,
not with the aim to be representative for North Sea shipping, but to provide a
realistic case study of the potential effects of slow steaming for a realistic shipping
scenario. Because the main interest was in the effects of slow steaming for the
merchant shipping fleet, recreational vessels and special and small vessels were
excluded from the study.
Within the calculation of the effect of the slow steaming scenario, the influence of
speed reduction on longer travel time on emissions is included and even so the
linear effect of longer travel time on longer-term use of auxiliary engines. In order to
make the study results directly comparable to other studies, the air emissions were
multiplied with a factor of 12 resulting in an estimation of yearly emissions on the
North Sea area.
Calculations for the proposed slow steaming scenario result in a 10% reduction of
the emission of CO2, NOX, SOX and PM10, a 5% reduction of the VOC emission and
a 3.5% increase of the CO emission, see Table 10. The increase of CO-emissions
is caused by less efficient combustion caused by low-load of engines.
Table 10

Calculated yearly reduction of emissions for the proposed slow steaming at the North
Sea (based on data of May 2019).

Substance
Reduction (%)
Reduction (kilotons/year)

CO2
10%
1,800

NOX
11%
38

SOX
10%
1.6

CO
-3.5%
-0.7

PM10
10%
0.7

VOC
5%
0.8

The calculations for the slow steaming scenario result in a reduction of the ship
radiated underwater noise in the North Sea. The slow steaming scenario leads to a
reduction of the median background noise in space and time by 1.5 dB. Reductions
up to 4 dB can be observed in local areas, around the main shipping lanes, during
10% of the time of the month.
The implementation of the marine strategy framework and the specification of
threshold values for continuous underwater noise is topic of ongoing discussion in
the EU Technical Group on Underwater Noise (TG-Noise) and in working groups
under OSPAR and HELCOM. Hence, we cannot draw firm conclusions about the
impact on marine animals of the calculated underwater noise reduction achieved by
the proposed slow steaming scenario.
The slow steaming scenario is effective for reducing emissions as well as
underwater radiated noise for the four largest vessel classes: container ships,
tankers, bulkers and large passenger vessels (cruise vessels and ferries).
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Estimation of missing ship parameters
The available AIS data for the North Sea shipping in May 2019 did not include all
parameters required for this study, hence they were supplemented with data from
Lloyd’s Register, see Section 2.2.
For the acoustic modelling and for the implementation of the slow steam scenario,
the required parameters for each ship are: class, length and design speed.

A.1

Estimate length and breadth from gross tonnage
For 95% of the ships both length and gross tonnage (GT) are available, for the
remaining 5% either length or GT is available. Length, breadth and GT are strongly
correlated for all vessels in the data set for which both are available, so that missing
information can be filled by trend fits, as shown in Figure A.1 and Figure A.2.
These figures also show that there are several outliers in the AIS data, for which it
is unclear whether these are related with deviating design of individual ships or with
errors in the data. This has not been further investigated.

Figure A.1 Correlation between length (𝑙) and gross tonnage (GT) for the selected vessels.
The average trend (black dashed line) is 𝑙 = 6.2 ⋅ GT1/3 m, or GT = 0.042 ⋅ (𝑙/1 m)3 .
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Figure A.2 Correlation between breadth (𝑏) and gross tonnage (GT) for the selected vessels.
The average trend (black dashed line) is 𝑏 = GT1/3 m, or GT = (𝑏/1 m)3 .

A.2

Estimate design speed from ship class and length
For the 17% of the ships for which the Lloyd’s Register database does not provide a
design speed, the design speed was estimated on the basis of ship class and
length.
Design speed and length are not so clearly correlated when looking to all ships, see
Figure A.3. The correlation is much clearer per ship class, see Figure A.4. The
approximation curves that have been fitted to the data to estimate the missing
design speeds based on length and ship class are given in Table A.1.
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Figure A.3 Correlation between design speed and length for the 83% of the selected vessels for
which design speed is provided in the Lloyd’s Register database.

Figure A.4 Correlation between design speed and length for selected vessels in 8 classes. The
dashed lines show the approximation curves that are used to estimate the design
speed for the vessels for a given length and ship class.
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Approximation formulae for design speed as a function of ship class and length (𝑙).

Vessel Class

Design speed approximation (kn)

Container Ship
Vehicle Carrier

(𝑙/1 m) − 140
) kn
𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 = 17 kn + 7 tanh (
50

Cruise vessel
Bulker
Tanker
Tug

(𝑙/1 m) − 90
) kn
𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 = 12 kn + 3 tanh (
25
(𝑙/1 m) − 25
) kn
𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 = 12 kn + 3 tanh (
10

Dredger
Fishing vessel
Naval vessel
Recreational vessel
Government/Research
Passenger vessel
Other

(𝑙/1 m) − 40
) kn
𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 = 12 kn + 3 tanh (
10
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Emissions results of the two scenarios with speedprofile
By illustrating the emission result along the complete speed-profile of the two
scenarios an impression can be given of possible alternative speed-profiles.
The emissions of CO2 give an approximate indication of other substances, except
CO and VOC. Furthermore, the most important vessel types concerning emissions
are Container ships, Tankers, Bulkers and Cruise vessels. Emission-speed profiles
for these four vessel types both for the slow-steaming and reference scenario are
discussed here below.

B.1

Container ships
In Figure B.1 the slow-steaming scenario (orange) is shifted to the left compared to
the reference scenario (blue). The area below the lines represents the total
emissions. The area below the orange line is about 10 percent less than the area
below the blue line. It can be seen in Figure B.1 that the greatest part of emission
reduction results from speeds above 15 knots in the reference scenario.

Figure B.1 Emission of CO2 by container ships with the reference scenario and the slow-steaming
scenario along the speed-profiles.

Nevertheless, in the slow-steaming scenario considerable emission will remain to
be generated with speeds above 15 knots even in the slow-steaming scenario.
These emissions come from vessels with a design speed above 20 (=4/3*15) knots.
The reduction of cruise speed from vessels with a design speed of more than 20
knots below 15 knots probably cannot be implemented without technical
modifications.
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Almost no emissions come from vessels with a design speed above 27 (=4/3×20)
knots because no emissions appear above 20 knots in the slow-steaming scenario.

B.2

Tankers
In Figure B.2 the slow-steaming scenario (orange) is shifted to the left compared to
the reference scenario (blue). The area below the lines represents the total
emissions. The area below the orange line is about 11 percent less than the area
below the blue line.
It can be seen in Figure B.2 that the greatest part of emission reduction results from
speeds between 12 and 15 knots in the standard scenario. However also a
considerable part comes from speeds just below 20 knots in the standard scenario.

Figure B.2 Emission of CO2 by tankers with the reference scenario and the slow-steaming
scenario along the speed-profiles.

In the slow-steaming scenario the peak around 15 knots shows that a part of
vessels will need this speed to avoid engine damage caused by ultra-low engine
load.

B.3

Bulkers
In Figure B.3 the slow-steaming scenario (orange) is shifted to the left compared to
the reference scenario (blue). The area below the lines represents the total
emissions. The area below the orange line is about 10 percent less than the area
below the blue line. It can be seen in Figure B.3 that the greatest part of emission
reduction results from speeds between 12 and 15 knots in the standard scenario.
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Figure B.3 Emission of CO2 by bulkers with the reference scenario and the slow-steaming
scenario along the speed-profiles

The conclusion can be drawn from Figure B.3 that there seems to be no technical
complexity in avoiding speeds above 13 knots.

B.4

Cruise vessels
In Figure B.4 the slow-steaming scenario (orange) is shifted to the left compared to
the reference scenario (blue). The area below the lines represents the total
emissions. The area below the orange line is about 12 percent less than the area
below the blue line. It can be seen in Figure B.4 that the greatest part of emission
reduction results from speeds between 18 and 24 knots in the standard scenario.
A not negligible part comes from speeds above 38 knots. These vessels are
probably in fact not cruise vessels but high-speed ferries which are categorised as
cruise-vessels.
Because of the wide range of the actual speed profile it will be complicated to
formulate a proper slow-speed scenario. Also, the multiple peaks in the slow-speed
scenario give an indication of a wide range of design speeds.
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Figure B.4 Emission of CO2 by cruise vessels with the reference scenario and the slow-steaming
scenario along the speed-profiles.
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Excess Level maps per vessel class
This Appendix provides the maps of the excess level of the underwater radiated
noise over wind noise, per vessel class, for different frequency bands.
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63 Hz decidecade band

Figure C.1 50% temporal percentile (median) of Excess Level (dB) in the 63 Hz decidecade band of the
radiated noise of individual vessel classes over wind noise in the North Sea in May 2019
(reference scenario).

Figure C.2 Difference between the reference scenario and the slow steaming scenario of the median Excess
Level (dB) in the 63 Hz decidecade band of the radiated noise of individual vessel classes over wind
noise in the North Sea in May 2019.
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Figure C.3 90% temporal percentile of Excess Level (dB) in the 63 Hz decidecade band of the radiated noise of
individual vessel classes over wind noise in the North Sea in May 2019 (reference scenario).

Figure C.4 Difference between the reference scenario and the slow steaming scenario of the 90% temporal
percentile of Excess Level (dB) in the 63 Hz decidecade band of the radiated noise of individual
vessel classes over wind noise in the North Sea in May 2019.
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125 Hz decidecade band

Figure C.5 50% temporal percentile (median) of Excess Level (dB) in the 125 Hz decidecade
band of the radiated noise of individual vessel classes over wind noise in the North
Sea in May 2019 (reference scenario).

Figure C.6 Difference between the reference scenario and the slow steaming scenario of the
median Excess Level (dB) in the 125 Hz decidecade band of the radiated noise of
individual vessel classes over wind noise in the North Sea in May 2019.
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Figure C.7 90% temporal percentile of Excess Level (dB) in the 125 Hz decidecade band of the
radiated noise of individual vessel classes over wind noise in the North Sea in
May 2019 (reference scenario).

Figure C.8 Difference between the reference scenario and the slow steaming scenario of the 90%
temporal percentile of Excess Level (dB) in the 125 Hz decidecade band of the
radiated noise of individual vessel classes over wind noise in the North Sea in
May 2019.
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Decade 1: 20 Hz to 160 Hz decidecade bands

Figure C.9 50% temporal percentile (median) of Excess Level (dB) in the 20 Hz to 160 Hz decade
band of the radiated noise of individual vessel classes over wind noise in the North
Sea in May 2019 (reference scenario).

Figure C.10 Difference between the reference scenario and the slow steaming scenario of the
median Excess Level (dB) in the 20 Hz to 160 Hz decade band of the radiated noise
of individual vessel classes over wind noise in the North Sea in May 2019.
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Figure C.11 90% temporal percentile of Excess Level (dB) in the 20 Hz to 160 Hz decade band of
the radiated noise of individual vessel classes over wind noise in the North Sea in
May 2019 (reference scenario).

Figure C.12 Difference between the reference scenario and the slow steaming scenario of the
90% temporal percentile of Excess Level (dB) in the 20 Hz to 160 Hz decade band of
the radiated noise of individual vessel classes over wind noise in the North Sea in
May 2019.
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Decade 2: 200 Hz to 1.6 kHz decidecade bands

Figure C.13 50% temporal percentile (median) of Excess Level (dB) in the 200 Hz to 1.6 kHz
decade band of the radiated noise of individual vessel classes over wind noise in the
North Sea in May 2019 (reference scenario).

Figure C.14 Difference between the reference scenario and the slow steaming scenario of the
median Excess Level (dB) in the 200 Hz to 1.6 kHz decade band of the radiated
noise of individual vessel classes over wind noise in the North Sea in May 2019.
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Figure C.15 90% temporal percentile of Excess Level (dB) in the 200 Hz to 1.6 kHz decade band
of the radiated noise of individual vessel classes over wind noise in the North Sea in
May 2019 (reference scenario).

Figure C.16 Difference between the reference scenario and the slow steaming scenario of the
90% temporal percentile of Excess Level (dB) in the 200 Hz to 1.6 kHz decade band
of the radiated noise of individual vessel classes over wind noise in the North Sea in
May 2019.
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Decade 3: 2 kHz to 16 kHz decidecade bands

Figure C.17 50% temporal percentile (median) of Excess Level (dB) in the 2 kHz to 16 kHz
decade band of the radiated noise of individual vessel classes over wind noise in the
North Sea in May 2019 (reference scenario).

Figure C.18 Difference between the reference scenario and the slow steaming scenario of the
median Excess Level (dB) in the 2 kHz to 16 kHz decade band of the radiated noise
of individual vessel classes over wind noise in the North Sea in May 2019.
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Figure C.19 90% temporal percentile of Excess Level (dB) in the 2 kHz to 16 kHz decade band of
the radiated noise of individual vessel classes over wind noise in the North Sea in
May 2019 (reference scenario).

Figure C.20 Difference between the reference scenario and the slow steaming scenario of the
90% temporal percentile of Excess Level (dB) in the 2 kHz to 16 kHz decade band of
the radiated noise of individual vessel classes over wind noise in the North Sea in
May 2019.

